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A b s t r a c t : The work treats of a machine solving of diffe­
r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s w i t h s i n g u l a r i t i e s of the type -Q. The l i m i t 
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In the technical p r a c t i s e we o f t e n mee t w i t h d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s in which i n d e f i n i t e expressions of the type — occur. 
These expressions occur in some d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s w i t h va­
riable c o e f f i c i e n t s or in some nonlinear d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s . 
The general form of d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n w i t h variable coef­











the general form of the nonlinear differential equation of the 








; , v . Ш g . C y ^ ) 
F(t) , (2) 
j = 0,1,2,... n, where in the equations (1) and (2) some of the 
expressions u
k
(t), v. (t), g. (t), and g.(y
 J
 ) may be constants. 
From now we assume that only one broken expression is an indefi-
nite expression of the type — in equations (1) and (2). As it is 
given further, this condition is not necessary, such equations 
may be solved by the given methods, in vhich several indefinite 
expressions of the type — occur. 
For example, the differential equation (3) is the type of 
the equation (1) 
ty " + 2y ty Ü 
programmed in the form 
2 -




with initial conditions y(o) = 0, y'(o) = 1, y"(o) = 0, the 
( } sint 
known function y = Ji(t )J£: f — i — dt is its solution. 
Bessel differential equation (5) is the next type of the 
equation (1) 




with initial conditions y-̂ -y - 0 for k<n, y-7-jjy ^ 
y
( n + 1 )
(o) = 0, which for m = 0 has the form 
y " + ^- + y = 0 
(5a) 
88 
with initial conditions y(o) = 1, y (o) = 0. The expression ̂ r~ 
becomes an indefinite expression for t —*• 0. Similarly the 




with initial conditions (o) = Ĉ '(o) = 0, describing the angle 
of slight turning of section of uniformly loaded freely supported 
circular plate. 
For example the equation (7) is the type of the equation 
(2) 
+2 .2 - 2 0 + 2 t y - t y - y =-2t (7) 
with initial conditions y(o) = 0, y'(o) = 1, programmed in the 
form 
- y ' - ï г - - 2 (7a) 
Let us assume a solutioп of (3) in the foгm of a poweг 
seгies and deteгmine the deгivatives of the solution up to the 
highest oгdeг, i.e. up to the thiгd deгivative. i.e. 
a + a,t + a
0
t 
o 1 Ł 
y ' = a, + 2a9t + 
•• + a п ť 




= 2a9 + 6a,t + 12aДt + ... + n(n-l). a t 
(n-2) 




t + ... + n(n-l)(n-2)a t 










 + Ć0a 5t
3 + ... + n(n-l)(n-2)a t п~ 2 + 


















 + 4a Ąt
4 + . 
+ 2n(n-l)ant
n~2 + 
+ пa t" = 0 
- 89 -
The coefficients a, through a will be obtained by compar­
ing the coefficients in particular powers of the independent 
variable t. In view of the fact that for determining lim -^-T— 
t-*o X 
determining y ' ( o ) is sufficient, it is sufficient for us - as 
it follows from (8c) - to determine the coefficient a-, at the 
most. On the ground of the given initial conditions and the re­
lations (8) and (8a) and (8b) it holds: 
a Q - 0 
a, = 1 \ 
a 2 = 0 , 
by comparing the coefficients in the first power of t we get 
6a-, + 12a^ + a, = 0 
18a 3 " " űl 
lí 
3y (8c) it holds y'"(o) = 6a^ = - -j , from (4) we come to 
i 1 
l i m ү . . - У íзl' - У <°> - 1 
t-» 0 
The value of the expression lim ^~r- can be determined by sub-
t-» o 
stitution for y according to (8b), i.e. 
6a-,t + 12a, t + ... + n(n-l)a t 
lim •-"— = lim r 
t-*- o "t t-»o 
After substitution into (4) we get 
= 6a-, 
6a-, + 12a-, + a, = 0 , 
hence in the case of a, = 1 we determine the value of 
90 -
and then 
lim ---- = 6a-, 
In the same way we proceed in Bessel equation ((5), (5a)), 
u2 ^n 
a + a,t + a0t o 1 2 
Î, + 2a2t + Зa-,t 
= 2a
2








+ n(n-l)a t 
n-2 
From the initial conditions it holds a = 1, 
substitution into (5) (where/rrv= 0) we get 
a^ = 0 
. . . + n ( n ~ l ) a t + 2 a
0




t + 6a-,t 
,п ,2 ,3 
+ na t + t + a
0
t 
n 2 V 
2
l
n + 2 
After 





 + 1 = 0 
and lim -4- = 2a,= - j • 
t-+ o 
The above method can be also used in programming nonlinear 
differential equations (see (7)), but some difficulties can ap­
pear in determining of the coefficients a. , because equation, 
by which solution these coefficients are determined, is an non­
linear one, it has a relevant number of roots and a solution of 
the given differential equation need not be one-to-one. 
Let us also assume the solution of (7) in the form of a 
power series and determine the derivatives of the solution up to 
the highest order, i.e. up to the second derivation. 
a + a,t + a
0
t 
o 1 2 
+ a t 
n 
- 91 -
y' = a, + 2a?t + 3a,t + 4a,t + ... + na t ~ , 
y" = 2a0 + 6a,t + ... + n(n-l)a t 3 L J n 
From the given initial conditions y(o) = 0, y (o) = 1 it 
holds a = 0, a, = 1. For determining the limit of the expression 
2 ° 
lim —-- it is sufficient in according to (7a) to determine the 
t-»o \ 
value of y"(o), i.e. to determine the coefficient a2. After 
substitution of the expressions for y, y' and y" into (7) we 
get 
2a0t
2 + 6a-,t3 + ... + n(n-l)a tn - a,t2 - 2a0t
3 - 3a,t4 -
L J n 1 L J 
a ,n + l 2 2.2 2.4 2,2n - ... - a nt - a - a,t - a0t - . . . - a t n o 1 2 n 
2 3 3 
- 2a a,t - 2a a0t - 2a a,t - 2a,a0t - ... -o l o 2 o 3 1 2 
- 2an 1 a n t
2 n " 1 = - 2 t 2 . 
n-1 n 
where a = 0, a, = 1. By comparing of the coefficients in the 
second power of t we get 
2a2 - ax - a
2 - -2 
i.e. a2 = 0 and y"(o) = 0. After substitution into (7a) we get 
2 
l i m ^-7) = 2 + y " ( o ) - y ' ( o ) = 1 . 
t-»o \L 
2 
The value of the express ion l i m -^r can be determine eas ie r by 
2 t->o t
z 
substi tut ion for y , i . e . 
o 2,2 2.4 o + o x2 2.2n 
2 art + a-jt + a 0 t + . . . + 2a r ta,t + 2a^a0t + . . . + a t 
i 4 - „ y i 4 ^ o l 2 o l o 2 n 
l im -Sr = 1^~ Lim ^ry - XXIII « -
t-+o r t-*o \ l 
= ax = 1 , 
i . e . a, = - 1 . Accord ing to the g iven c o n d i t i o n y ' ( o ) i t ho lds 
a x - 1 . 
- 92 
Similarly the above method can be used in programming of 
differential equations, where several indefinite expressions of 
the type — occur, how it is in (6) solved in interval xe(o; x,>. 
In this case it is necessary to determine relations for limits 
of indefinite expressions and then to proceed by comparing of 
coefficients. We again assume the solution of (6) in the form 
V* a Q • a ť 
2 n a0x + ... + a x 2 n (9) 




х + ... + па х 
I I у п 
= 2a
2
 + 6a-,x + 12ӘдX + n(n-l)a x 
n-2 
From the initial conditions it holds a = a
T
 = 0 , so 
o 1 ' 
lim -Һ 
x-> o x̂  
џt 
lim --— = 2a
9 
x-> o




 can be determined by substitution of relations 
(9) into equation (6), which is arranged for the form 
x
z Ҷ" Í (11) 




x + Зa-,x + 
Ł J П Ĺ J 
a-,x -
2ә. 2a. a 2 = 0 
a
2
 = 0 . 
After substitution into (10) we get 
lim \ = 0 , lim -^- = 0 . 
x-vo x x~> o 
By the same way we also proceed in nonlinear differential 
equations, there also difficulties in determining of coefficients 






 - 4ty = Зty'
2 
(12) 




 J-l - -4- = 3 (13) 
with initial conditions y(o) = y'(o) = 0, then two indefinite 
expressions of the type -r occur in (13). (te(o; t-> ) . 
If we develop the solution in a series, we get 
a,t + a
0
t + ... + a t
п
 , 
I Ĺ n ' 
n-1 y' = a, + 2a 0t + 3a-,t + ... + na t 7 1 2 3 n 
tn-2 
y = 2a 2 + 6a-, + ... + n(n-l)a n ' 
where in according to the initial conditions a = a, = 0. 
'2 „ 2.2 Q 2,4 1 0 ,3 2 2,2n-2 y = 4a0t + 9a-, t + ... 12a0a-,t + ... + n a t ^ 2 3 2 3 n 
-3 
>a3t3 + 27a 3t 6 + ... + 3.4a2t2 . 3a Tt
2 + n 3a 3t 3 l J 2 3 n 
n-3 
lim -4- = 2a2 , 
t-* o 
- . 4y 1 
lim —ýӯ ~ — 
t-> o y ' a
 9 
After substitution the above relations into (12) and by comparing 















16a 3 - 12a 2 - 4a 2 = 0 , 
i-â t = 12a2t , 
a2 1,2,3 = 0 ; 1 ; 4 ' 
The value a 2 = 0 is incorservient for machine solving from the 
94 
^iven initial value, because lim—-W 
t-*o y'
Z 
o^, in the case of 
v 4 v 2 
*
9




 t-*o y '
z 
the solution, in the case a, 
1 . -. . y ' 1 
- is lim -ү = -j , 1 
t-o t-*o y 
1 2 
and the function y = - -r t 
f (t) 
In analog solution the indefinite expressions z = >1( 
f(o) = g(o) = 0 are simulated in the form 
. f(t) + z(o)ae 
g(t) + ae" 
(14) 
where z(o) = lim 
t-*o 
f ( t ) 
gTtT 
The coefficients a and <A are as a rule chosen in such form to 
satisfy a relation a X. = 1. 
The supplementary members quickly disappear with growing of 
the independent variable t, the characteristic course of error 
f (t) 
of approximation of the expression z = Q)l\ by the expression 
Fig. 
In digital solution we start from limit in singular point, 
in both cases we have to determine the limits of singular ex-
pressions beforehand. 
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